A method has been developed to help optimize completions in unconventional reservoirs based on petrophysical and geomechanical reservoir characterizaiton. After an area has been characterized, a series of hydraulic fracture and reservoir production simulations can be used to find the optimal completion to be used as the reservoir varies from one area to another. The key parameters which must be characterized are permeability, natural fractures and the state of stress.
Introduction
Completion engineers working in today's unconventional environment are often responsible for several stimulation treatments every day. With this level of activity, it becomes impossible for an engineer to model hydraulic fracturing options on each and every well, much less every stage in every well. Thus, completion design decisions are often based on a trial and error methodology in order to determine which combination of cluster spacing, stage length, job volume, and fluid selection generates the best well performance. While this technique may produce improved results, it often fails to account for changes in individual well circumstances that can have a significant impact on well performance.
We present a theoretical example of a methodology which takes advantage of newly available integrated hydraulic fracturing and reservoir production models to develop a completions playbook. The foundation of this playbook is a reservoir characterization. Key reservoir parameters are varied and their impact modelled prior to full scale development. With an existing estimation of how fracture geometry and reservoir drainage change with these key parameters, completions engineers will be able rapidly make decisions based on the conditions that exist at any point in a horizontal well path, ultimately pushing toward a genuinely optimized completion.
Method
In order for this playbook to be useful, it must contain appropriate variations in the environment in which wells are being drilled. This means, that the first step in setting bounds for variation is to understand how key parameters influencing the optimal fracture design vary across the acreage being developed. Therefore, a reasonable petrophysical and geomechanical characterization of the area should exist so that appropriate scenarios can be determined. The key parameters to be characterized certainly include: permeability, porosity, thickness, stress contrast with barriers, and natural fractures. With characterization such as this complete, a range of scenarios that covers the degree of variation in these parameters can be determined.
With a variety of scenarios determined, the process of coming up with an optimal completion for each case can commence. During this process, for a given reservoir scenario, a variety of completion designs can be modeled in order to determine the impact on production. Key parameters in the completion such as perforation spacing or fluid volume can be varied, and the resulting production modeled. (Figure 1 ) After all desired completion practices have been modeled, a quick economic analysis of the results will show which options produce the best results based on any desired economic criteria. (Figure 2) Finally, the results of this analysis would be complied in the Completion Playbook. When an engineer need to complete a well in a given area, he would need only look at where the well sits in the field, and determine which characterization from the playbook best suits the area of the well. He could then choose the appropriate design(s) from the variety already analyzed. If, in a given area, the characterization of the reservoir isn't represented in the playbook, further analysis can be done to augment the available designs, thus increasing the area of its applicability.
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Conclusions
In order to truly optimize a field, it will be necessary to change the design of the completion based on the local reservoir conditions. Characterizing the reservoir for important parameters, and then basing the completion design on these with respect to a particular economic objective will lead to long term optimization.
